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An autobiographical exploration of the role and meaning of
music in our world by one of India's greatest living authors,
himself a vocalist and performer. Amit Chaudhuri, novelist,
critic, and essayist, is also a musician, trained in the Indian
classical vocal tradition but equally fluent as a guitarist and
singer in the American folk music style, who has recorded his
experimental compositions extensively and performed around
the world. A turning point in his life took place when, as a
lonely teenager living in a high-rise in Bombay, far from his
family’s native Calcutta, he began, contrary to all his prior
inclinations, to study Indian classical music. Finding the Raga
chronicles that transformation and how it has continued to
affect and transform not only how Chaudhuri listens to and
makes music but how he listens to and thinks about the world
at large. Offering a highly personal introduction to Indian
music, the book is also a meditation on the differences
between Indian and Western music and art-making as well as
the ways they converge in a modernism that Chaudhuri
reframes not as a twentieth-century Western art movement
but as a fundamental mode of aesthetic response, at once
immemorial and extraterritorial. Finding the Raga combines
memoir, practical and cultural criticism, and philosophical
reflection with the same individuality and flair that Chaudhuri
demonstrates throughout a uniquely wide-ranging,
challenging, and enthralling body of work.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a type of scan used to
diagnose health conditions that affect organs, tissue and
bone. MRI scanners use strong magnetic fields and radio
waves to produce detailed images of the inside of the body.
Divided into two sections, this concise guide introduces
radiology trainees to the principles, sequences and
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interpretation of MRI. The first section describes the basic
principles, instrumentation and interpretation of MRI, whilst
the second section discusses the higher applications of the
technique. Authored by Canadian radiologist Govind
Chavhan, this second edition includes 250 images and
illustrations, as well as a photo CD, to assist trainees with
learning. Key points New edition introducing radiology
trainees to principles, sequences and interpretation of MRI
Authored by Canadian radiology specialist Features 250
images and illustrations Includes photo CD First edition
published in 2007
MRI in Practice continues to be the number one reference
book and study guide for the registry review examination for
MRI offered by the American Registry for Radiologic
Technologists (ARRT). This latest edition offers in-depth
chapters covering all core areas, including: basic principles,
image weighting and contrast, spin and gradient echo pulse
sequences, spatial encoding, k-space, protocol optimization,
artefacts, instrumentation, and MRI safety. The leading MRI
reference book and study guide. Now with a greater focus on
the physics behind MRI. Offers, for the first time, equations
and their explanations and scan tips. Brand new chapters on
MRI equipment, vascular imaging and safety. Presented in
full color, with additional illustrations and high-quality MRI
images to aid understanding. Includes refined, updated and
expanded content throughout, along with more learning tips
and practical applications. Features a new glossary. MRI in
Practice is an important text for radiographers, technologists,
radiology residents, radiologists, and other students and
professionals working within imaging, including medical
physicists and nurses.
In the past few decades, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
has become an indispensable tool in modern medicine, with
MRI systems now available at every major hospital in the
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developed world. But for all its utility and prevalence, it is
much less commonly understood and less readily explained
than other common medical imaging techniques. Unlike
optical, ultrasonic, X-ray (including CT), and nuclear medicinebased imaging, MRI does not rely primarily on simple
transmission and/or reflection of energy, and the highest
achievable resolution in MRI is orders of magnitude smaller
that the smallest wavelength involved. In this book, MRI will
be explained with emphasis on the magnetic fields required,
their generation, their concomitant electric fields, the various
interactions of all these fields with the subject being imaged,
and the implications of these interactions to image quality and
patient safety. Classical electromagnetics will be used to
describe aspects from the fundamental phenomenon of
nuclear precession through signal detection and MRI safety.
Simple explanations and Illustrations combined with pertinent
equations are designed to help the reader rapidly gain a
fundamental understanding and an appreciation of this
technology as it is used today, as well as ongoing advances
that will increase its value in the future. Numerous references
are included to facilitate further study with an emphasis on
areas most directly related to electromagnetics.
Ensure high-quality diagnostic images with this practical
scanning reference! Designed to help you plan and acquire
MRI images, Handbook of MRI Scanning, by Geraldine
Burghart and Carol Ann Finn, includes the step-by-step
scanning protocols you need to produce optimal images.
Coverage of all body regions prepares you to perform virtually
any scan. Going beyond the referencing and recognition of
three-plane, cross-sectional anatomy, each chapter
demonstrates appropriate slice placements, typical midline
images of each plane, and detailed line drawings of the
pertinent anatomy corresponding to the midline images. With
this handbook, you can conceptualize an entire scan and its
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intended outcome prior to performing the scan on a patient.
Keep the book at your console -- it’s ideal for quick
reference! Consistent, clinically based layout of the sections
makes scanning information easy to use with three images
per page to demonstrate clinical sequences in MRI
examinations. Handy, pocket size offers easy, immediate
access right at the console. 600 images provide multiple
views and superb anatomic detail. Suggested technical
parameters are provided in convenient tables for quick
reference with space to write in site-specific protocols or
equipment variations.
Now in vibrant full color, Manual of Orthopaedics, Eighth
Edition, provides the must-know information you need to
diagnose and treat musculoskeletal injuries and diseases with
confidence. This quick-reference manual has been
completely updated and revised to include content particularly
valuable for orthopaedic physician assistants, while retaining
key information for orthopaedic residents and nurse
practitioners, primary care physicians, and orthopaedic
providers in all practice environments.
Sonography has emerged as a substantial diagnostic tool
today. This handbook aims to cover ultrasound physics,
abdominal and obstetric sonography, color Doppler, high
resolution sonography and USG guided interventions with
multiple choice questions and case reports for practical
orientation.
Explains principles, instrumentation, function, application and
limitations of all radiological techniques. Presented from
perspective of medical physicists. Highly useful for
postgraduates in medical physics and radiology, and FRCR
candidates.

Up-to-date information, substantial amount of material on
clinical Forensic Medicine included in a nutshell. Medical
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Jurisprudence, Identification, Autopsy, Injuries, Sexual
Offences, Forensic Psychiatry and Toxicology are dealt
with elaborately.
This book covers the normal anatomy of the human body
as seen in the entire gamut of medical imaging. It does
so by an initial traditional anatomical description of each
organ or system followed by the radiological anatomy of
that part of the body using all the relevant imaging
modalities. The third edition addresses the anatomy of
new imaging techniques including three-dimensional CT,
cardiac CT, and CT and MR angiography as well as the
anatomy of therapeutic interventional radiological
techniques guided by fluoroscopy, ultrasound, CT and
MR. The text has been completely revised and over 140
new images, including some in colour, have been added.
A series of ‘imaging pearls’ have been included with
most sections to emphasise clinically and radiologically
important points. The book is primarily aimed at those
training in radiology and preparing for the FRCR
examinations, but will be of use to all radiologists and
radiographers both in training and in practice, and to
medical students, physicians and surgeons and all who
use imaging as a vital part of patient care. The third
edition brings the basics of radiological anatomy to a
new generation of radiologists in an ever-changing world
of imaging. This book covers the normal anatomy of the
human body as seen in the entire gamut of medical
imaging. It does so by an initial traditional anatomical
description of each organ or system followed by the
radiological anatomy of that part of the body using all the
relevant imaging modalities. The third edition addresses
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the anatomy of new imaging techniques including threedimensional CT, cardiac CT, and CT and MR
angiography as well as the anatomy of therapeutic
interventional radiological techniques guided by
fluoroscopy, ultrasound, CT and MR. The text has been
completely revised and over 140 new images, including
some in colour, have been added. A series of ‘imaging
pearls’ have been included with most sections to
emphasise clinically and radiologically important points.
The book is primarily aimed at those training in radiology,
but will be of use to all radiologists and radiographers
both in training and in practice, and to medical students,
physicians and surgeons and all who use imaging as a
vital part of patient care. The third edition brings the
basics of radiological anatomy to a new generation of
radiologists in an ever-changing world of imaging.
Anatomy of new radiological techniques and anatomy
relevant to new staging or treatment regimens is
emphasised. ‘Imaging Pearls’ that emphasise clinically
and radiologically important points have been added
throughout. The text has been revised to reflect
advances in imaging since previous edition. Over 100
additional images have been added.
Illustrates important fundamental aspects of cerebral
lateralization, explaining how decreased language
lateralization can facilitate psychotic symptoms in the
human brain.
The highly anticipated 4th edition of this classic
reference is even more relevant and accessible for daily
practice. A sure grasp of cross sectional anatomy is
essential for accurate radiologic interpretation, and this
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atlas provides exactly the information needed in a
practical, quick reference format. Color-coded labels for
nerves, vessels, muscles, bone tendons, and ligaments
facilitate accurate identification of key anatomic
structures. Carefully labeled MRIs for all body parts, as
well as schematic diagrams and concise statements,
clarify correlations between bones and tissues. CT scans
for selected body parts enhance anatomic visualization.
More than 2,300 state-of-the-art images can be viewed
in three standard planes: axial, coronal, and sagittal.
British Medical Association Book Awards 2009 - First
Prize Winner, Radiology Category Featuring a practical,
clinical approach – and written in a quick-access style –
this portable, economical reference helps you build a
strong foundation in chest x-ray interpretation. Three
radiologists with years of clinical and teaching
experience present fundamental principles and key
anatomical concepts...walk you through examples of
classic chest x-ray features that provide subtle evidence
of abnormality...and explore a variety of problems and
dilemmas common to everyday clinical practice. Highquality drawings and digital chest x-rays – combined with
secrets from the radiologists’ toolbox, helpful differential
diagnoses, handy checklists, and key references –
deliver all the assistance you need to enhance your
interpretation skills. Provides a strong foundation of
essential knowledge for an informed, systematic
approach to accurate chest x-ray interpretation. Features
the work of three radiologists who offer you the benefit of
their many years of clinical and teaching experience.
Emphasizes common errors and misdiagnoses to help
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ensure correct image readings. Presents step-by-step
guidance in a bulleted, quick-access format, in short
chapters focused on clinical problems, to make it easy to
master the information that you need to know. Makes
difficult anatomic concepts easier to grasp by pairing
radiographs with color line drawings. Explains the
nomenclature special to the field through a glossary of
important terms. Highlights the most important concepts
in diagnosis/interpretation via Key Points in each
chapter.
First published in 1991, Human Sectional Anatomy set
new standards for the quality of cadaver sections and
accompanying radiological images. Now in its third
edition, this unsurpassed quality remains and is further
enhanced by some useful new material. As with the
previous editions, the superb full-colour cadaver sections
are compared with CT and MRI images, with
accompanying, labelled line diagrams. Many of the
radiological images have been replaced with new
examples, taken on the most up-to date equipment to
ensure excellent visualisation of the anatomy.
Completely new page spreads have been added to
improve the book's coverage, including images taken
using multidetector CT technology, and some beautiful
3D volume rendered CT images. The photographic
material is enhanced by useful notes, extended for the
third edition, with details of important anatomical and
radiological features.
For almost a quarter of a century magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) has been used clinically and while there
are more sophisticated approaches in use on a daily
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basis, neither physician nor researcher would be able to
perform what they do today without knowing the basics.
A handy guide for those beginning to work in the
radiology department, Step by Step MRI provides those
just beginning to work or to train in a radiology
department with an introductory background as to what
is MRI and what can be obtained for the patient's benefit.
The accompanying CD helps the learner with the
essentials of interpreting an MRI scan.
The book includes chapters on MRI Physics, Patient
preparation, four glossaries and head to foot instructions
on how to perform an MRI scan. The handbook is geared
to the practicing MRI technologist and student MRI
technologists. The handbook was written as training tool
for the student MRI technologist and as a reference
handbook for the practicing MRI Technologist. The book
is not a textbook, but rather a daily reference tool to
supplement a bona-fide course of study along with an
appropriate amount of clinical training. It is expected that
practicing MRI technologists can use this handbook well
after a training program is completed. The approach is
quite practical in that an individual with appropriate
clinical experience can perform scans of any anatomy. It
is comprehensive in that it takes into account virtually
every MRI examination performed. The handbook
depends on illustrations to convey the subject matter.
The images used are actual images from MRI
examinations which demonstrate anatomy and illustrate
the desired outcome of an MRI examination. Color
illustrations are provided for diagrams. The main feature
of the handbook is in its approach to the material. The
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handbook begins with preliminary sections. Sections on
scanning using a step-by-step "Cook Book" approach,
from the tools to use, the landmarks to identify and the
protocols to be used follow, and are the crux of the
handbook. The Illustrations bring it all together so that
the reader can identify the expected end result.

Comprehensive, visually appealing, and easy to
understand, Osborn's Brain, second edition, by the
highly esteemed Dr. Anne G. Osborn, provides a
solid framework for understanding the complex
subject of brain imaging when studied cover to
cover. Almost completely rewritten and featuring
75% new illustrations, it combines essential anatomy
with gross pathology and imaging, clearly
demonstrating why and how diseases appear the
way they do. The most immediate emergent
diagnostic topics are followed by nonemergent
pathologies, integrating the most relevant
information from Dr. Osborn's entire career of
accumulated knowledge, experience, and interest in
neuropathology, neurosurgery, and clinical
neurosciences. Covers the "must-know" aspects of
brain imaging together with spectacular pathology
examples, relevant anatomy, and up-to-date
techniques in neuroradiology-perfect for radiologists,
neuroradiologists, neurosurgeons, and neurologists
at all levels Begins with emergent topics such as
trauma, nontraumatic hemorrhage, stroke, and
vascular lesions, followed by infections,
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demyelinating and inflammatory diseases,
neoplasms, toxic-metabolic-degenerative disorders,
and congenital brain malformations Features more
than 4,000 stunning, high-resolution radiologic
images and medical illustrations, all of which are
annotated to describe the most clinically significant
features Includes Dr. Osborn's trademark summary
boxes scattered throughout for quick review of
essential facts, as well as the most recent and up-todate references available Helps readers think clearly
about diagnoses, types of diagnoses, and the
various pathologies that can affect the brain Includes
new WHO classifications of brain tumors, new
entities including IgG4-related disease and
CLIPPERS, new and emerging infectious diseases,
and updated insights into brain trauma and brain
degeneration Expert ConsultT eBook version
included with purchase. This enhanced eBook
experience allows you to search all of the text,
figures, Q&As, and references from the book on a
variety of devices.
Doody Rating: 4 stars: This is the 1st edition of the
book Cross Sectional Anatomy CT and MRI. The
text is comprehensive, updated as per the present
day requirements in the subject of radiology. The
book has 19 chapters. Each chapter has CT and
MRI images in three planes. These images are
accompanied by colour diagrams for better
understanding of anatomy. Different structures are
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labelled on these colour images. CT and MRI
images of angiography are also included in the book.
The first chapter deals with brain. Next 18 chapters
deal with different regions of body namely skull,
orbit, para nasal sinuses, temporomandibular joint,
neck, spine, chest, abdomen, pelvis, shoulder, upper
limb, lower limb and blood vessels of upper and
lower limbs. A comprehensive index is given at last.
MRI from Picture to Proton presents the basics of
MR practice and theory in a unique way: backwards!
The subject is approached just as a new MR
practitioner would encounter MRI: starting from the
images, equipment and scanning protocols, rather
than pages of physics theory. The reader is brought
face-to-face with issues pertinent to practice
immediately, filling in the theoretical background as
their experience of scanning grows. Key ideas are
introduced in an intuitive manner which is faithful to
the underlying physics but avoids the need for
difficult or distracting mathematics. Additional
explanations for the more technically inquisitive are
given in optional secondary text boxes. The new
edition is fully up-dated to reflect the most recent
advances, and includes a new chapter on parallel
imaging. Informal in style and informed in content,
written by recognized effective communicators of
MR, this is an essential text for the student of MR.
A comprehensive guide to the conceptual,
mathematical, and implementational aspects of
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analyzing electrical brain signals, including data from
MEG, EEG, and LFP recordings. This book offers a
comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of
analyzing electrical brain signals. It explains the
conceptual, mathematical, and implementational (via
Matlab programming) aspects of time-, timefrequency- and synchronization-based analyses of
magnetoencephalography (MEG),
electroencephalography (EEG), and local field
potential (LFP) recordings from humans and
nonhuman animals. It is the only book on the topic
that covers both the theoretical background and the
implementation in language that can be understood
by readers without extensive formal training in
mathematics, including cognitive scientists,
neuroscientists, and psychologists. Readers who go
through the book chapter by chapter and implement
the examples in Matlab will develop an
understanding of why and how analyses are
performed, how to interpret results, what the
methodological issues are, and how to perform
single-subject-level and group-level analyses.
Researchers who are familiar with using automated
programs to perform advanced analyses will learn
what happens when they click the “analyze now”
button. The book provides sample data and
downloadable Matlab code. Each of the 38 chapters
covers one analysis topic, and these topics progress
from simple to advanced. Most chapters conclude
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with exercises that further develop the material
covered in the chapter. Many of the methods
presented (including convolution, the Fourier
transform, and Euler's formula) are fundamental and
form the groundwork for other advanced data
analysis methods. Readers who master the methods
in the book will be well prepared to learn other
approaches.
Bringing together conventional contrast media
studies, computed tomography, ultrasound,
magnetic resonance imaging, radionuclide imaging
including hybrid imaging using SPECT-CT and PETCT, DXA studies and digital interventional
procedures into one volume, this definitive book is
the essential source of information on the use and
application of these imaging modalities in
radiography. Taking a systemic anatomical
approach, carefully designed to be clear and
consistent throughout and mirroring that in the
popular and established textbook Clark’s Positioning
in Radiography, each chapter is highly illustrated and
contains sections detailing anatomy, pathologic
considerations, procedure methodology, and an
evaluation of recommended imaging modalities.
Reflecting the latest clinical imaging pathways and
referral guidelines including IR(ME)R 2017, the Map
of Medicine and RCR iRefer (8E), Clark’s Diagnostic
Imaging Procedures will quickly become established
as the standard textbook for students of radiography
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and radiographer assistant trainees and an
invaluable desk reference for practising radiologists.
This volume celebrates the life achievements of
Jason W. Brown, who, along with Jean Piaget, Heinz
Werner, Alexander Luria and the Würzburg school,
has significantly contributed to the development of a
process-based theory of brain/mind capable of
challenging the currently fashionable modularist or
cybernetic approaches to understanding human
thought and feeling. As a paradigm, Brown's
microgenetic theory is thus applicable in both brain
science (where Brown was inspired by the
pioneering work of Schilder and Pick) and the
philosophy of mind (where the influence of Bergson,
Whitehead, Cassirer, and Merleau-Ponty can be
seen). Essays with a range of focus as wide as
Brown's expertise have been collected in such
diverse areas as neuropsychology (microstructure of
action, symptomatology, neuro-rehabilitation,
neurolinguistics, locationism), theoretical psychology
(consciousness, hypnosis, morphogenesis,
personality development, psychoanalysis, Buddhist
psychology, mysticism), and philosophy of mind
(evolutionary epistemology,
emergence/novelty/creativity, subjectivity, will and
action, Whiteheadian process philosophy).
Essentials of Pediatric Radiology: A Multimodality
Approach provides a concise overview of both basic
and complex topics encountered by pediatric
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radiologists in their daily practice. Written by leading
pediatric radiologists from renowned children's
hospitals, it focuses particularly on multimodality
imaging, covering the full gamut of radiologic
diagnostic techniques, including conventional
radiography and ultrasound, Doppler ultrasound, upto-date CT and MRI techniques, and PET-CT. Each
chapter is generously illustrated with high quality
images, as well as graphs, tables, decision
flowcharts and featured cases. Chapters are
arranged according to pathologies, rather than organ
systems, providing the reader with clinically-oriented
information when employing 'whole body' techniques
or analysing scans involving multiple anatomical
sites. The book is complemented by an outstanding
free access website of sample cases containing
questions and answers that enable readers to test
their diagnostic proficiency - see http://essentials-ofpediatric-radiology.com. A key text for pediatric
radiology fellows, radiology residents and general
radiologists, this is also essential reading for all
pediatricians.
A comprehensive highly visual reference to the
planning and positioning of the patient and the coil in
MR imaging. Anne Bright, Royal North Shore
Hospital, Australia.
** New revised second edition now available, with errors
corrected and content fully updated ** The second edition of
the classic text has been revised and extended to meet the
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needs of today’s practising and training MRI technologists
who intend to sit for the American Registry of Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Technologists (ARMRIT) examination. It
provides Q&As on topics listed in the content specifications
offered by the American Registry for Radiologic Technologists
(AART) and offers the user with a comprehensive review of
the principles and applications of MRI to prepare them for the
examination.
Build the foundation necessary for the practice of CT
scanning with Computed Tomography: Physical Principles,
Clinical Applications, and Quality Control, 4th Edition. Written
to meet the varied requirements of radiography students and
practitioners, this two-color text provides comprehensive
coverage of the physical principles of CT and its clinical
applications. Its clear, straightforward approach is designed to
improve your understanding of sectional anatomic images as
they relate to CT — and facilitate communication between CT
technologists and other medical personnel. Comprehensively
covers CT at just the right depth for technologists – going
beyond superficial treatment to accommodate all the major
advances in CT. One complete CT resource covers what you
need to know! The latest information on advances in CT
imaging, including: advances in volume CT scanning; CT
fluoroscopy; multi-slice applications like 3-D imaging, CT
angiography, and virtual reality imaging (endoscopy) – all with
excellent coverage of state-of-the-art principles,
instrumentation, clinical applications, and quality control.
More than 600 photos and line drawings help students
understand and visualize concepts. Chapter outlines show
you what is most important in every chapter. Strong ancillary
package on Evolve facilitates instructor preparation and
provides a full complement of support for teaching and
learning with the text NEW! Highlights recent technical
developments in CT, such as: the iterative reconstruction;
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detector updates; x-ray tube innovations; radiation dose
optimization; hardware and software developments; and the
introduction of a new scanner from Toshiba. NEW! Learning
Objectives and Key Terms at the beginning of every chapter
and a Glossary at the end of the book help you organize and
focus on key information. NEW! End-of-Chapter Questions
provide opportunity for review and greater challenge. NEW!
An added second color aids in helping you read and retain
pertinent information
This book is a concise overview of MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) for brain, chest and abdominal disorders covering
the very latest technologies and developments in the field.
Beginning with an introduction to anatomy of these body
systems, the following sections cover MR
cholangiopancreatography, MRI of the female and male
pelvis, and MR angiography. The atlas is enhanced by high
quality MR images and tables with detailed descriptions to
help clinicians understand complex anatomy. The
comprehensive appendix provides a glossary of MRI terms
and radiology measurement tables. Key Points Concise
overview of MRI for brain, chest and abdomen Features
sections on MR cholangiopancreatography, MRI of the pelvis,
and MR angiography Comprehensive appendix provides
glossary of terms and radiology measurement tables Includes
high quality MR images and tables illustrating complex
anatomy
This title is directed primarily towards health care
professionals outside of the United States. A succinct, well
illustrated handbook for trainees covering the essentials of
obstetric and gynaecological ultrasound. It guides the reader
through the techniques of scanning in a logical and
progressive way. Covers the essentials of obstetric and
gynae scanning Step-by-step approach Over 150 scans and
50 drawings Sensibly priced Small size - easy to carry around
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obstetric section updated with section on soft markers, more
on cardiac scanning, twins and Doppler, New section on
gynae ultrasound 50 new scans colour Doppler now covered
Atlas of Human Cross-Sectional Anatomy Third Edition
Donald R. Cahill, Ph.D., Matthew J. Orland, M.D., and Gary
M. Miller, M.D. Since its first publication a decade ago, Atlas
of Human Cross-Sectional Anatomy has become a standard
reference for the interpretation of sectional images obtained
with either computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging. Now, this Third Edition has been substantially
expanded and updated, offering entirely new sections on the
major joints, as well as dozens of new images of the head
obtained with the latest MR technology. This atlas presents
detailed illustrations of anatomical cross-sections-meticulously drawn and labeled-- that are matched with highquality CT or MR images or actual photographs of cadaver
sections. Orientation diagrams appear on the corner of every
page and show precisely where the slice was taken as well as
the direction from which the slice is being viewed. The book
covers the entire body, featuring: * Transverse sections of the
thorax, abdomen, and male and female pelves * Multiple
views of the limbs * Sagittal, coronal, and angled orbitomeatal
views of the head and neck * The spine in sagittal and axial
planes * The knee and shoulder shown both coronally and
sagittally Revised to reflect emerging trends in the medical
imaging field as well as the latest advances in technology,
Atlas of Human Cross-Sectional Anatomy, Third Edition is an
important resource for anatomists, radiologists, and all
practitioners who utilize CT or MR images. From reviews of
the Second Edition: "Overall, the images are of a high quality
in a field (particularly MRI) which is evolving continuously."-European Journal of Nuclear Medicine "Highly recommended
for advanced undergraduate and graduate students of
anatomy and for all medical libraries."-- Choice "The large,
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lucid pictures have labels that are extremely well done. The
authors have skillfully used sufficient labels to identify all
important structures yet few enough to avoid confusion and
clutter."-- Mayo Clinic Proceedings "Overall, this is an
excellent atlas, a useful resource for the general radiologist
and resident in training."-- Radiology
Designed for busy medical students, The Radiology
Handbook is a quick and easy reference for any practitioner
who needs information on ordering or interpreting images.
The book is divided into three parts: - Part I presents a table,
organized from head to toe, with recommended imaging tests
for common clinical conditions. - Part II is organized in a
question and answer format that covers the following topics:
how each major imaging modality works to create an image;
what the basic precepts of image interpretation in each body
system are; and where to find information and resources for
continued learning. - Part III is an imaging quiz beginning at
the head and ending at the foot. Sixty images are provided to
self-test knowledge about normal imaging anatomy and
common imaging pathology. Published in collaboration with
the Ohio University College of Osteopathic Medicine, The
Radiology Handbook is a convenient pocket-sized resource
designed for medical students and non radiologists.
The study of both cadaveric axial cross-sections and CT
scans is the basis of 21st century anatomy, and the
cornerstone of clinical diagnostics. Modern medical imaging,
such as CT (Computed Tomography) scans, produce
1-Dimensional anatomic cross-sections of the axial plane.
Learning the proper sequence and orientation of axial crosssections and CT scans is often extremely challenging, even
for the most dedicated students of anatomy: The shapes
seen in the axial plane have little relation to the more familiar
coronal plane. Most texts abandon students to simply
memorize the shapes seen at high-yield vertebral levels or
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perform tricky mental gymnastics, as they must mentally
rotate the axial plane to the more familiar coronal. Students
are further frustrated when learning CT scans, as the shapes
seen in gray/white CT slices have little relation to the
anatomic structures from which they are derived. This text
serves to solve these problems by illustrating the sequence of
axial cross-sections and CT scans in unique 3- Dimensional
illustrations. This 3-D approach clearly demonstrates the
relation of the shapes seen in cross- sections and CTs to their
more familiar coronal/sagittal orientation. The illustrations
themselves have been done by Dr Jackowe in the classic
style of Vesalius and Bourgery, thus creating a work that is
both informative and artistic, the first aesthetic anatomy
textbook for many years. The atlas will serve as a review
book, suitable for self-study and as a companion to standard
anatomy textbooks. It will appeal to medical/anatomy
students, medical residents, and radiologists, as well as the
general science reader who will appreciate the quality of the
illustrations.
The purpose of this book is to provide clear, concise and in
depth knowledge and use of colour Doppler in various
systems of the body including its historical perspective and
instrumentation. The utility of colour Doppler in various body
systems such as abdomen, peripheral vascular diseases and
small parts has been dealt clearly with supportive illustrations.
A separate chapter has specifically been given on value of
colour Doppler in obstetrics, gynaecological lesions and
infertility. The book will be an essential guide to
postgraduates, practicing physicians, obstetricians and
gynaecologists and radiologists in their day-to-day practice.
This book aims to supplement the reader's clinical experience
with a carefully designed series of commonly encountered
clinical problems in general surgery to simulate the clinical
decision-making approach. Each clinical topic includes: a
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problem-solving approach; system-based essential core
knowledge; concise explanations of relevant basic sciences;
management pathways (based on the most up-to-date
guidelines); FAQs; self-assessment (EMQs, SBAs, T/F). This
book, primarily aimed at undergraduates and junior doctors,
will guide and stimulate the reader to recognise, recall and
apply the relevant facts to given clinical situations and also
enhance success at clinical examinations. "Standard
textbooks can be daunting. This book is different. I believe
that students and young doctors will find this an easy read
and will be able to translate the scenarios into an
understanding of how clinical pathways are constructed. By
asking questions through the pathways students are
encouraged to develop their own ideas - a form of problembased learning rather than learning by rote. Retention of facts
is so much easier when they form part of a story." David
Cade FRCS, Consultant Surgeon
The definitive resource on the innovative use of DISE for
obstructive sleep apnea Obstructive sleep apnea is the most
prevalent sleep-related breathing disorder, impacting an
estimated 1.36 billion people worldwide. In the past, OSA was
almost exclusively treated with Continuous Positive Airway
Pressure (CPAP), however, dynamic assessment of upper
airway obstruction with Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy
(DISE) has been instrumental in developing efficacious
alternatives. Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy: Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Applications by Nico de Vries, Ottavio Piccin,
Olivier Vanderveken, and Claudio Vicini is the first textbook
on DISE written by world-renowned sleep medicine pioneers.
Twenty-four chapters feature contributions from an
impressive group of multidisciplinary international experts.
Foundational chapters encompass indications,
contraindications, informed consent, organization and
logistics, patient preparation, and drugs used in DISE.
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Subsequent chapters focus on treatment outcomes, the role
of DISE in therapeutic decision making and upper airway
stimulation, pediatric sleep endoscopy, craniofacial
syndromes, advanced techniques, and more. Key Highlights
Comprehensive video library highlights common and rare
DISE findings A full spectrum of sleep disordered breathing
and OSA topics, from historic to future perspectives Insightful
clinical pearls on preventing errors and managing
complications including concentric and epiglottis collapse
Discussion of controversial DISE applications including oral
appliances and positional and combination therapies This
unique book is essential reading for otolaryngology residents,
fellows, and surgeons. Clinicians in other specialties involved
in sleep medicine will also benefit from this reference,
including pulmonologists, neurologists, neurophysiologists,
maxillofacial surgeons, and anesthesiologists.
Physics MCQs for the Part 1 FRCR is a comprehensive and
practical revision tool for the new format Part 1 FRCR
examination, covering the complete physics curriculum. Key
features: • Contains 300 questions that reflect the style and
difficulty of the real exam • Covers basic physics, radiation
legislation and all the imaging modalities included in the
Royal College of Radiologists training curriculum and new
FRCR examination • Includes new exam topics such as MRI
and ultrasound imaging • Answers are accompanied by clear,
detailed explanations giving candidates in-depth
understanding of the topic • Much of the question material is
based on the Radiology-Integrated Training Initiative (RITI),
as recommended by the Royal College of Radiologists A
must-have revision resource for all Part 1 FRCR candidates,
Physics MCQs for the Part 1 FRCR is written by a team of
specialist registrars who have recently successfully passed
the Part 1 FRCR exam and a renowned medical physicist.
This new edition has been fully revised to provide radiologists
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with the latest advances in radiological physics. Divided into
six sections, the book begins with an overview of general
physics, followed by a section on radiation physics. The
remaining chapters cover physics of diagnostic radiology,
physics of nuclear medicine, physics of radiation therapy, and
radiological health and safety. The second edition features
many new topics, recent advances and detailed explanations
of complicated concepts. The comprehensive text is further
enhanced by nearly 350 radiological images, diagrams and
tables. Key points Fully revised new edition providing latest
advances in radiological physics Second edition features new
topics, recent advances and explanations of complicated
concepts Highly illustrated with nearly 350 radiological
images, diagrams and tables Previous edition
(9788171798544) published in 2001
With the collaboration of numerous experts. Proceedings of
an International Meeting Held in Marseille, September 26-27,
1987
Comprehensive medical imaging physics notes aimed at
those sitting the first FRCR physics exam in the UK and
covering the scope of the Royal College of Radiologists
syllabus. Written by Radiologists, the notes are concise and
clearly organised with 100's of beautiful diagrams to aid
understanding. The notes cover all of radiology physics,
including basic science, x-ray imaging, CT, ultrasound, MRI,
molecular imaging, and radiation dosimetry, protection and
legislation. Although aimed at UK radiology trainees, it is also
suitable for international residents taking similar
examinations, postgraduate medical physics students and
radiographers. The notes provide an excellent overview for
anyone interested in the physics of radiology or just
refreshing their knowledge. This third edition includes updates
to reflect new legislation and many new illustrations, added
sections, and removal of content no longer relevent to the
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FRCR physics exam. This edition has gone through strict
critique and evaluation by physicists and other specialists to
provide an accurate, understandable and up-to-date
resource. The book summarises and pulls together content
from the FRCR Physics Notes at Radiology Cafe and delivers
it as a paperback or eBook for you to keep and read anytime.
There are 7 main chapters, which are further subdivided into
60 sub-chapters so topics are easy to find. There is a
comprehensive appendix and index at the back of the book.
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